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The mathematical structure of arrangement channel quantum mechanics 
J. W. Evans 
Ames Laboratory and Department of Chemistry. Iowa State University. Ames. Iowa 50011 
(Received 5 February 1980; accepted for publication 5 January 1981) 
A non-Hermitian matrix Hamiltonian H appears in the wavefunction form of a variety of many-
body scattering theories. This operator acts on an arrangement channel Banach or Hilbert space 
1(;' = Ell ncr where ,r is the N-particle Hilbert space and a are certain arrangement channels. 
Various aspects of the spectral and semigroup theory for H are considered. The normalizable and 
weak (wavelike) eigenvectors ofH are naturally characterized as either physical or spurious. 
Typically H is scalar spectral and "equivalent" to H on an H-invariant subspace of physical 
solutions. If the eigenvectors form a basis, by constructing a suitable biorthogonal system, we 
show that H is scalar spectral on 'C. Other concepts including the channel space observables, 
trace class and trace, density matrix and Moller operators are developed. The sense in which the 
theory provides a "representation" of N-particle quantum mechanics and its equivalence to the 
usual Hilbert space theory is clarified. 
PACS numbers: 03.65.Nk,03.65.Db 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of many-particle scattering, formal diffi-
culties arise because the kernels of the standard Lippman-
Schwinger scattering equations are badly behaved (Wein-
berg I) for N > 2 particles. This leads to problems with the 
solvability of both the T-matrix and wavefunction forms of 
these equations and with the uniqueness of scattering solu-
tions of the latter (Redish2). The approaches adopted to com-
bat this problem implement various forms of channel de-
composition for the potentials, T-matrices, etc. In much of 
this work a channel is defined as partition of the particle 
labels into clusters corresponding to physically stable states 
together with a specification of the bound-state quantum 
numbers for these. However, for the arrangement channel 
theory discussed in detail here, the channels are defined as 
any partition of the particle labels (independent of stability of 
the clusters) are are denoted a, (3, .... 
Most of these scattering theories result in T-matrix 
scattering equations which have the generic form 
(1.1) 
where the Tb•u are channel T-matrices, the Kb,c are the com-
ponents of the kernel, and the Bh•a are inhomogeneous 
terms. The indices are either partition (i.e., channel) labels or 
chains of partitions (see Vanzani et al.'). Examples of the 
former are the Bencze-Redish-Sloan (BRS)4 equations and 
the Baer-Kouri-Levin-Tobocman (BKLT)5 equations. The 
latter include the Yakubovskii, (, Alt-Grassberger-Sandhas 
(AGS),7 and VanzaniK equations. The wave function form of 
the scattering equations for suitably defined components has 
a similar Fredholm structure. 
The object of these methods is to obtain exact sets of 
coupled scattering equations having the property that some 
finite iterate of the kernel is "connected". Polyzou and Re-
"'Operated for the U. S. Department of Energy by Iowa State University 
under contract No. W-7405-Eng-82. This research was supported by the 
Director for Energy Research. Office of Basic Energy Science, WPAS-
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dishY have given the following definition of a connectivity 
for an operator B on the N-particle Hilbert space where a is a 
partition ofthe N-particle labels with n" clusters. B has con-
nectivitya if B commutes with the 3n" parameter unitary 
group of translations that describe the motion of the clusters 
of a; and these are the only translations with which B com-
mutes. B is "connected" if it has connectivity (12 .. ·N), i.e., it 
only commutes with N-particle center of mass translations. 
One also may think of an a connected operator as one that 
vanishes (in the coordinate representation) as any particles in 
a single cluster of a are asymptotically separated. A techni-
cal description of this condition is given by Polyzou Y and 
uses the strong operator topology. There is also a diagram-
matic description of this property in terms of graph connec-
tivity (Redish2 ). Connectivity of an iterate of the kernel of 
some coupled scattering equations then means that each 
component of that iterate is a connected operator in the sense 
described above. 
Clearly, the homogeneous form of a connected kernel 
equation for the wavefunction components can not possess 
any wavelike solutions (as demonstrated by iteration of this 
equation), so uniqueness of scattering solutions is assured. 
The standard operating philosophy in this work is that con-
nectivity for some iterate of the kernel leads to compactness 
for this or a higher iterate. This is termed the Fiber Compact-
ness Assumption (FCA) by Polyzou and RedishY and from 
the extended form of Fredholm or Riesz-Schauder theory 
(Yosida 10), we know that it guarantees solvability of the cor-
responding scattering equations (rigorously, at least for the 
T-matrix equations). The discussion here is somewhat over-
simplified since in general it is only reasonable to assume the 
FCA for points of analyticity of the kernel.Y On the scatter-
ing cut, the operators may no longer be compact but un-
bounded solutions of the scattering equations still exist in 
general. T-matrices only make sense when applied to a dense 
set of initial states. So an analytic Fredholm theory is con-
structed by choosing a Banach space norm to exclude other 
states. A proof of the modified form of the FCA has been 
given for a general class of "relatively bounded" potentials 
for the three-particle, two-cluster Faddeev equations. II 
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However, no proof exists in general except for more restrict-
ed Rollnik classes of potentials (Reed and Simon 12). 
Vanzani 13 has considered in detail the relationships be-
tween some of the different types of scattering equations. 
This analysis leads to an understanding of the origin of spur-
ious solutions of the homogeneous form of (1.1) or the corre-
sponding wavefunction equations. These are solutions 
which do not correspond to any physical solution of the N-
particle Schrodinger equation. If no such solutions exist, 
then the equations are said to satisfy a constrained Fredholm 
alternative. 
A somewhat different approach has been adopted by 
Chandler and Gibson 14 using two-Hilbert space theory. Un-
like other approaches, their more recent work 15 does not rely 
on the FCA but demonstrates rigorously that the kernel of 
their scattering equations is A-solvable (Petryshyn 16). This 
constraint is weaker than the FCA, but sufficient to guaran-
tee solvability of the scattering equations. For a more de-
tailed review of all these aspects of multi particle scattering, 
we refer the reader to Kowalski'sl7 article. 
Some of the above approaches lead to an unusual "re-
presentation" of N-particle quantum mechanics character-
ized by a non-Hermitian channel space Hamiltonian H.IM.I'! 
This operator acts on a channel space which is the direct sum 
(over certain channels a) of copies of the N-particle Hilbert 
space. Aspects of these time dependent and time indepen-
dent wavefunction theories termed "arrangement channel 
quantum mechanics" were analyzed by Kouri, Kuger, and 
Levin20 for the BKL T choices of H. The Faddeev II equa-
tions, a transposed form of the BRS21 equations and certain 
hybrid schemes22 also fall into this category. One way to 
view these theories is that they exploit the extra degree of 
flexibility in the non-Hermitian choice of the matrix H to 
achieve connected kernel scattering equations. The theory 
has not only been applied to the determination of multichan-
nel Sand T matrices, but also to bound-state calculations. 23 
Hoffman, Kouri, and Top24 have shown how to define a 
channel space density matrix and have derived the corre-
sponding von Neumann equation and BBGKY hierarchy. 
These theories are not in general expected to satisfy the 
constrained Fredholm alternative (except for the Faddeev 
case II). Chandler21 has demonstrated the possible existence 
of norma liz able spurious solutions of the three-particle, two-
cluster BKLT equations by first considering a limiting sin-
gular choice of potentials where the equations become alge-
braic and then using Rouche's theorem to extend the result 
to a neighboring class of potentials. Glockle and Adhikari25 
have further elucidated the origin of these solutions. A dis-
cussion for the BRS equations is given by Vanzani. 13 These 
normalizable spurious solutions will manifest themselves as 
eigenvectors of H (not corresponding to physical Schro-
dinger equation solutions) with possibly complex 
eigenvalues. 
In Sec. II, some observations are made immediately on 
the relationship of the arrangement channel to the normal 
quantum theory, particularly, regarding the imbedding of 
physical solutions and the nature of spurious solutions. The 
latter are defined somewhat more generally here to include 
wavelike solutions and these playa useful role in analyzing 
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the structure of H. For a rigorous treatment, we choose a 
topology on the arrangement channel space (given by a Ban-
ach space norm) which is naturally induced by that of the 
original N-particle Hilbert space. Certain results for the non-
Hermitian H follow directly from spectral and semigroup 
theory. General channel space observables are discussed. 
Unlike other treatments, we consider first the arrange-
ment channel theory for the spatially confined system in Sec. 
III. This is useful for applications to the statistical mechanics 
of reactive systems24,26 as well as for the introduction of var-
ious mathematical concepts. Typically H is real eigenvalue 
scalar spectral (·-self-adjoint) and "equivalent" to H on an 
H-invariant subspace of physical solutions (with a mild tech-
nical assumption). If the eigenvectors form a basis, by con-
structing a biorthogonal system from these and their duals, 
we show that H is scalar spectral on C(j (with a simple func-
tional calculus). Other concepts such as channel space pro-
jection operators, trace class, trace, and density matrices are 
developed in a Banach space framework. The sense in which 
the theory provides a "representation" of N-particle quan-
tum mechanics and its equivalance to the usual Hilbert space 
theory is clarified. 
These ideas are extended in Sec. IV to spatially infinite 
systems where the wavelike scattering solutions must be con-
sidered. They are placed on a firmer mathematical basis by 
the introduction of the appropriate generalization of the 
Gel'fand triplet. In Sec. V some remarks are made on time-
dependent scattering theory and statistical mechanics. In 
particular, we discuss the existence of channel space Moller 
operators and certain trace operator topologies. 
II. THE MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
We begin with the Schrodinger equation for a system of 
N distinguishable particles 
(A - H) 11/1) = 0 (time-independent), (2.1) 
(ill! -H) 11/1) = 0 (time dependent), (2.2) 
where the center of mass motion is removed from the Hamil-
tonian H for spatially infinite systems. As previously, the 
channels (partitions of the particle labels) are denoted by a, 
{J, .... The most cruicial step in the development is the decom-




(where a,/3 belong to the subset of channels of interest). The 
corresponding matrix structured operator denoted by H is 
called the channel space Hamiltonian (so [H] a/3 = H a/3)' A 
vector in the channel space upon which this operator acts is 
denoted by ~ with components 11/1 a) (so [~] a = 11/1 a ) ). 
The standard structure of H for a spatially infinite sys-
tem with no external potential is described below. First de-
compose H = K + V, where K is the kinetic energy and V 
the interparticle potentials. Let Va denote the sum of the 
interparticle potentials between particles in the same a clus-
ters so Ha = K + Va is the corresponding channel Hamil-
tonian. 17 The sum of residual interactions between particles 
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in different clusters is denoted by va = V - Va' so 
H = Ha + va for all a. Typically H is chosen so that 
Haa = Ha for all a. For this class of decompositions, we 
write 
H=Ho+V, (2.4) 
where [Hola(3 = 8a(3 H(3 and V is off-diagonal. For the cases 
mentioned in the introduction, the V is chosen with the po-
tentialsin va distributed between [V](3a fordifferent/1 =fa, 
so that each component ofVn [or (Go (z)V)" where 
Go(z) = (z - HO)-I] is connected9 for some n. Such choices 
of V (or H) are usually referred to as "connected". 
For the Faddeev choice a, /1, ... are chosen from 
(12)(3),(13)(2), and (1)(23), and V, for pairwise interactions is 
given by 
(2.5) 
The potentials of the three-particle problems have the prop-
erty that..Ea Va = V; hence, (2.3) is satisfied by the decompo-
sition (2.5). The BKLT choice is given by 
[V]a(3 = WU (3 V(3, (2.6) 
where Wa (3 is any of (Nch - I)! channel permuting arrays5 
corresponding to single cycle permutations of the Nch chan-
nel indices Thus (2-3) is satisfied. The transposed BRS21 
choice 
(2.7) 
is more complicated, though it still satisfies (2.3). Here na is 
the number of clusters in channel a, V~ consists of those 
potentials in Ha and not in H(3' and a,/3 range over all chan-
nels. The N = 3 case reduces to the Faddeev equations after 
setting the (1)(2)(3) channel wavefunction component identi-
cally zero. 
The channel space Schrodinger equation may now be 
written down as20 
(A. - H)qt = Q (time-independent) (2.8) 
(if! !.- - H qt = 0 (time-dependent). (2.9) 
at -
If qt satisfies (2.8) [resp. (2.9)], then, summing over compo-
nents and using (2.3), it follows that24 
(2.10) 
a 
either satisfies (2.1) [resp. (2.2)] or I qt > = O. We return to this 
point later. 
For the formulation in terms of channel space to be 
useful, it is necessary for the channel space Schrodinger 
equation to exhibit at least some properties characteristic of 
the associated Hilbert space equation. The possibility of an 
imbedding of certain solutions of (2.1) into those of(2.8) is 
certainly suggested by (2.10), and in previous work has been 
assumed at least for scattering solutions with two cluster 
asymptotic conditions (and sometimes more generally). An 
imbedding of any scattering solution I qt l ) of energy E with 
channel/1 asymptotic clustering 1t,h(3) [where.8 consists of 
stable clusters and is contained in the decomposition (2-3)] is 
obtained from the solution to the equation [cf., (1.1)] 
~l = ¢!.p + Go±(E)V~l (2.11) 
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(should it exist). The asymptotic form ¢!.p of this solution 
satisfies 
(2.12) 
Here Ga(A. ) = (A I - Ho) - I, so [Go(A. )] u(3 = 8 a,(3 0(3 (A. ), 
where 0B(A) = (A. - H/n)-I. Also 
Go± (E) = "lim" E .u Go(E ± iE) and + ( - ) denotes a choice 
of pre- (post-) collisional asymptotic condition. The associ-
ation of channel component with particle clustering is also 
clear. 
Let us now develop the mathematical concepts appro-
priate to the theory of arrangement channel quantum me-
chanics. We impose a rigorous mathematical structure in the 
following way. Suppose that the wavefunctions qt may be 
regarded as elements of a separable Hilbert space $". In the 
usual Dirac notation, the elements of $" are denoted by the 
kets I qt ). The Hamiltonians Hand Ha are taken as un-
bounded self-adjoint operators (Kat027 ) which are assumed 
asymptotically complete with appropriate eigenfunction ex-
pansions. As a linear vector space, the channel space CC; has a 
decomposition of the form 
(2.13) 
a 
where the direct sum is over channels of interest, e.g., 
$" EB JY' EB JY' for Faddeev. An element of this space is denot-
ed by ~ with components 
(2.14) 
The t7'-type norms may be defined in the following way. Let 
( \ ) denote the inner product on JY' and let \ I-II.K' denote 
the corresponding norm, so 
Illqt>ll:" = (qtlqt)· (2,15) 
Then for 1 <p < 00, define 
(2.16) 
Using the completeness of II-II!!" and the finiteness of the 
number of channels, it is immediate that each of the norms 
(2.16) is complete on CC;. So the space CC; p = (CC; ,\ I-lip) of 
channel vectors with finite II-II p norm is a Banach space 
under the II-lip norm. For the case p = 2, CC; 2 is also a 
Hilbert space with inner product 
(2.17) 
The finiteness of the number of channels is not essential to 
these results. The proof of uniform equivalence of norms on 
a finite dimensional space may be adapted here to show that 
the norms II-lip are uniformly equivalent. So they induce 
the same topology CC; and we may write 
't'r = 't's for I ,;;;;r,s < 00 (2.18) 
in the sense that they contain the same elements. Finally, we 
note that the separability of $" implies that CC; p is separable. 
The channel space Hamiltonian H is now regarded as 
an unbounded operator with domain dense in CC; p' However, 
for the cases described H is not self-adjoint or even normal 
on CC; 2' Let us write H = I\. + V, where (Hola(3 = 8up K. 
Then. if the components of V are bounded operators on $", 
it follows that since Ho is closed, so is H. For various applica-
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tions this condition on V is too severe; however, we may 
usually assume that V is flo -bounded with relative bound < 
1 : 
IIV! lip <allflo! lip + b 11!llp (2.19) 
and least upper bound (a) < 1, 
where a and b may be chosen independent of the value of p. It 
is easily verified from Kato's27 work that (2.19) is valid for a 
large class of unbounded pairwise and external potentials, 
e.g., L ~oc and bounded at infinity in which case the flo bound 
is zero (but b becomes larger as a -0). That H is closed now 
follows from a standard stability theorem for closed opera-
tors under relatively bounded perturbations. 27 
Since the solutions to the dual of the channel space 
Schrodinger equation are important for the functional calcu-
lus ofH and for the statistical mechanics, the appropriate 
mathemetical concepts are developed here. The dual space 
'{/; of Y; p is the space of bounded linear functionals acting 
on 'f/ p' We adopt the convenient representation of elements 
of 'C; by vectors (' with components (t, IEJYI. The action 
of ('E'{;'; on tEEY; p is given by 
(2.20) 
a 
The norm (and thus topology) of the dual C(j; is induced by 
that on cop. For 1 <p < + 00, the Banach space C(j; is asso-
ciated with the ('<I-type norm 
(2.21) 
where lip + 1/q = 1, and for p = 1, the Banach space '6'; is 
associated with the (e<o -type norm 
The spaces '1/; are all equal in the sense that they contain the 
same elements. 
For an operator A acting on (t: p with domain dom(A) 
dense in '("P' we define the Banach space dual A' as follows 
(Yosida 'O). If 
(~',A'{') = (?Z','{'), '{'Edom(A), (2.23) 
then ?Z' is determined uniquely by ~ I, and we define 
A' on (e; by ?Z' = A/~ I. (2.24) 
A' is defined on dom(A'), the totality of f 'EYf; such that 
there exists ?Z' satisfying (2.23). For the case p = 2, Yf 2 is a 
Hilbert space and A' defined as above is simply related to the 
usual Hilbert space adjoint of A. 
We previously elucidated the connection between solu-
tions If! of(2.8) and those of the Hilbert space equation (2.1). 
We call those solutions for which I If/) = ~a I If/a ) #0 "phys-
ical" solutions since I If/ ) is a solution of(2.1), also with eigen-
value A. ( = E )ER. Those for which ~a I If/a ) = 0 are called 
"spurious". For these A. need not be real21 as was first discov-
ered by Federbusch and others2R for a different class of scat-
tering equations. This classification applies to all solutions 
normalizable and unnormalizable. If we denote the class of 
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channel vectors with components summing to zero in (;;V'by 
./', then clearly Y' is a subspace of '{/ p containing the sput-
ious solutions. Any two physical solutions, the difference of 
which lies in Y, are necessarily degenerate and may be re-
garded physically as the same. Thus they may be replaced by 
linear combinations, one of which is physical and one spur-
ious. In this way the physical eigenvectors may be chosen as 
"distinct." Note that the quotient space CfJ plY' ~jY'. 
It is possible to state some very general results about 
imbedding of Hilbert space into channel space solutions and 
completeness of physical and spurious solutions. By com-
pleteness of a set of vectors which may be normalizable (in 
'1/ p) and/or unnormalizable, we mean that any vector in (C p 
can be approximated in norm as a possibly partly continuous 
linear combination of these. Note that for nonorthogonal 
sets, there exists a distinction between completeness and the 
basis property. The latter is stronger requiring that any vec-
tor can be represented as a unique, possibly partly continu-
ous linear combination of basis vectors (convergence in norm 
implied). 
Theorem 1: If the physical and spurious solutions are 
complete in Y; P' then it is necessary for aU (strictly almost 
all) solutions of the Hilbert space equation (2.1) to be imbed-
ded into physical solutions of (2.8). 
Proof The spurious solutions can at most span Y and 
the physical solutions lie outside 'yJ. Now suppose that we 
ha ve a complete set of physical 1/1 r and spurious 1/1 ~, eigen-
vectors of H labeled by k,k I (possibly partly contInuous). 
Then these may be chosen to be distinct, e.g., 
~a ['{'~]" #~a [~~']a for k #k I. Set g; = span ! ~~ I so 
({j' P = g; $ Y by hypothesis. Suppose that some H eigen-
vector with discrete eigenvalue andlor H eigenvectors with 
continuous eigenvalue for a range of k of nonzero measure 
are not imbedded into the set of eigenvectors of H. Let 
11/10 > #0 be in the subspace spanned by these vectors and let 
11/1 P) be a linear combination of the other (imbedded) eigen-
vectors of H, then from orthogonality 
0< III If/o) II 11' < III If/o) - I If/ P) II ¥ . (2.25) 
Consequently, if If/o is any channel vector such that 
~a [ '{'oJ a = 11/10 >, ~ p ~ a linear combination of the 1/1 r (so 
~a ['{' 1'1" = 11/1 P>, a vector described above) and I/I~.Y. 
then -
0< II I 1/10)11 ¥ <111lf/o) -11/1 r)II¥ <I!'{'o - ('{' r + ~S)IIJ' 
(2.26) 
This contradicts the hypothesis that ({: p = ~ $ Y . 
There is also a partial converse to this result. 
Theorem 2: Suppose that all the eigenvectors of Hare 
imbedded into physical eigenvectors If/E ofH necessarily in 
a one to one fashion. Since the eigenvectors of H are com-
plete, any vector in jyl can be approximated in norm by a 
certain class of linear combinations of these. Suppose firstly 
that the corresponding linear combinations of the If/£ are 
convergent in C(j p (trivial where all eigenvalues are discrete). 
then we show that 9 $ Y = C(; p' 
Proof Take any ~EYf p '~a [ '{' J a may be approximated 
in % by a linear combination of eigenvectors of H. Let'!: P 
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be the corresponding linear combinacion of eigenvectors of 
H (convergent by assumption), so 
I (<!'L - I (<!,P]" = 11/1<), where 1111/1<)11# <E. 
(2.27) 
We may therefore write 
I/I-I/IP= 0 +1/1' 
(
11/1 '» 




II<!'-(<!'P+ <!")llp =11 ~ IIp<E (2.28) 
as required. From (2.28) it is clear that 't ~ together with any 
complete set in .;I' is complete in 'f; p' 
Theorem 3: Suppose that for any convergent linear 
combination of eigenvectors of H, the corresponding linear 
combination of 1/1 ~ is convergent. Then, under the assump-
tion of Theorem 2, 't~ together with any basis for Y' form a 
basis for 1(,' p = ;'1' ftl.;l'. 
Proof: Uses arguments similar to Theorem 2. 
Such linear combinations are, of course, exactly the (2 
for discrete eigenvalues and L 2 for continuous ones. 
We now develop some spectral theoretic results for H. 
It is easily verified that for real potentials, 
Pa(H) = Pa(H)*, Ca(H) = Ca(H)*, 
Ra(H) = Ra(H)*. (2.29) 
Next, observe that for any choice of potentials such that V 
has Hn bound < I, it is possible to show that 
a(H)k [AEC: ReA> D,lImA I.;;; { (b + a ReA) }U{AEC:IA I.;;; _b_}}, 
I-a I-a (2.30) 
where a and b appear in (2.19) (see Appendix I). If V is strictly 
bounded (by b ) then (2.30) holds with a = O. It is also useful 
to examine the solutions of the dual channel space Schro-
dinger equation 
(H' - A )S:' = 2'· (2.31) 
There are a class of solutions of(2.31) which are of par-
ticular interest to us. These are constructed as follows. Let 
11/1 E > be a solution of(2.1) with A = E, and choose s:~: so that 
[S:~·L=<I/IEI, Va. (2.32) 
Then it is easy to show that 
(2.33) 
This was first established by Kouri and Levin. 29 This con-
struction applies to both the normalizable (bound state) and 
scattering solutions. 
This construction guarantees the spectral inclusions 
Pa(H) k Pa(H'), Ca(H ) k 1T(H') 
so 
a(H) = Pa(H)uCa(H)k1T(H')ka(H'). (2.34) 
Here 1T( ) is the approximate point spectrum (Appendix A) 
and u means "disjoint union." Approximate eigenvectors for 
H' are constn,lcted just as for H by modulation of the weak 
scattering eigenfunctions. However, ifH is a closed linear 
operator, we have that (Yosida 10) 
a(H') = a(H), (2.35) 
so 
a(H) k a(H) and Pa(H) k Pa(H') = r (H) k Pa(H)uRa(H), 
where r ( ) is the compression spectrum (see Appendix A). 
The possible·appearance of a residual spectrum Ra(H) here 
results from the fact that H is chosen to be nonnormal. In 
certain circumstances, however, we can guarantee that 
Ra(H) =0. 
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Theorem 4: IfG()(A )V can be extended to a bounded 
operator, and [Go(A )V] n can be extended to a compact oper-
ator for some n and for all A, then Ra(H) = 0 follows from 
the Fredholm alternative. 
Proof: See Appendix B. 
Note the appearance of a fiber compactness type as-
sumption here. In those cases where Ra(H) = 0, from (2.34) 
and (2.35), we have 
Pa(H)kPa(H')S: Pa(H), Ca(H)S:Ca(H)uPa(HIY')· 
(2.36) 
If also VGo(A ) can be extended to a bounded operator and 
(VGo(A )]n can be extended to a compact operator for some n 
and for all A, a similar argument shows that Ra(H') = 0 (see 
Appendix B). Then, for a finite number of channels, since 
!(J p is reflective and H" is a closed extension of (and thus 
equal to) H, we have in addition to (2.36) that 
Pa(H") = Pa(H) = r(H'jk Pa(H') 
so 
Pa(H') = Pa(H) and Ca(H') = Ca(H). (2.37) 
Even if Pa(H) k Pa(H), Ca(H) k Ca(H)u Pa(HI Y'), we have 
not proved that all solutions of (2.1) are imbedded into the 
physical solutions of (2. 8). However, clearly in this case, if a 
nondegenerate normalizable physical solution is missing, it 
must be replaced by a normalizable spurious solution. 
Some further properties of the operator H can be ob-
tained from the general semigroup theory for closed opera-
tors on Banach space. One question answered partially here 
is the nature of time evolution in this formalism, e.g., the 
existence and behavior of solutions to (2.9). We thus natural-
ly ask if IH generates a group I e'/flH':tER j. Since H is not 
self-adjoint, Stone's theorem can not be implemented. How-
ever, in the case where the.components of V are bounded on 
0/' we may utilize the following result (Peters, Pazy~O). 
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Lemma 5: If A is the infinitesimal generator of a Co 
semigroup T(t) satisfying IIT(t )11 <,mew , and ifB is a bounded 
operator, then A + B is the infinitesimal generator of a Co 
semigroup S(t ) satisfying IIS(t )11 <,me(W + mllRIII'. 
Theorem 5: For V bounded, iH generates a Co group of 
bounded operators V(t ) = eilliH ', and 
IIV(t )IL21 <,e I1V1I (2)i' I Iii, tER. (2.38) 
Proof In Lemma 5 choose A = ± iff! Ho, 
B = ± iff! V, so in the 11-11(21 norm m = 1 and w = 0 (where 
II-Ib is the uniform operator norm for p = 2). 
Such exponential growth may be associated with spur-
ious eigenvectors with nonreal eigenvalue. The following re-
sult is available for much weaker conditions on the 
potentials: 
Theorem 6: Suppose that V is Ho-bounded with relative 
bound "0", then H generates a holomorphic (Co) semigroup 
e -,{ H in the sector (A: largt{ 1<1712). 
Proof For V bounded, the result follows from a stan-
dard perturbation theorem. 3o The more general result is 
proved in Appendix C. 
This result will be useful in the discussion of channel 
space equilibrium density matrices. The existence of a time 
evolution operator V(t) may alternatively be considered in 
terms of the existence of suitable boundary values for e -,{ H 
defined on the open right half-plane. A different approach to 
this existence question is taken in the following sections. 
Next we comment briefly on the general structure of the 
operators that will naturally appear in this formulation. It is 
assumed that for each (Hilbert space) quantum mechanical 
operator A of interest, there is a natural decomposition into a 
channel space operator A which satisfies the summation 
property 
L A"r3 = A for all (3 (2.39) 
(Hoffman et al. 24 ). If we consider those bounded operators 
satisfying (2.39) whose domain is the whole channel space, 
then they also form a Banach subalgebra of the bounded 
operators on (6' p as may be seen from the identity 
L (AB)a{3 = AB. (2.40) 
Denote the algebra of such bounded operators by sf. This 
property is expected to be significant in an algebraic formu-
lation of the thwry. The operators on (6' p corresponding to 
the bounded observables must be contained in the Banach 
"field" algebra ,rf. They will be associated with a von Neu-
mann or C *-algebra in ,rf but not with the usual * = + 
involution (i.e., adjoint) for operators on CC 2 as may be antici-
pated from (2.39).31.32 
III. SPATIALLY CONFINED SYSTEMS: DISCRETE 
SPECTRA AND NORMALIZABLE EIGENVECTORS 
Let us consider a system of N distinguishable particles 
confined to a region g;; by an external potential going to 
infinity at the boundary a,Cj( of ,91 and described by a Hamil-
tonian H (the full kinetic energy is included here). Then this 
external potential may be chosen to appear along the diag-
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onal ofH. Alternatively, we could assume that the wave-
functions are defined on the interior of a box satisfying the 
appropriate equations there and impose periodic boundary 
conditions at the walls. If the potentials have a range greater 
than the box size, then they are regarded as suitably treated. 
These problems are important for applications to the statisti-
cal mechanics of reactive systems where a convenient repre-
sentation is first required for a confined system of a finite 
number of particles. 24.26 It is anticipated that some aspects of 
the interpretation of the channel space wavefunction compo-
nents will carryover from the spatially infinite case. 3,20,26 
Many of the mathematical concepts used to describe the 
structure of H are most conveniently introduced first here 
because of the following result. 
Theorem 7: For spatially confined systems and for rela-
tively bounded potentials of the form (2.19), H has only dis-
crete eigenvalues with normalizable eigenvectors. Conse-
quently, O'(H) = PO'(H) ~ PO'(H) = O'(H) since H is closed. 
Proof This follows essentially as a consequence of the 
compactness of (A - H) - 1 for certain AE p(H) (see Appendix 
D). 
To facilitate the spectral analysis ofH, it is convenient 
to introduce the concept of a biorthogonal system in the Ban-
ach space ({,' p (Singer,33 Dunford and Schwartz34). Such a 
system is defined by a pair of sequences (!1~ ,<tn ), where 
!1~ECC;, <tnECCp, and 
(3.1) 
We suppose that some of the <tn are chosen as linearly 
independent eigenvectors ofH.24 These are not orthogonal 
in ((; 2 since H is not normal. We shall denote the physical 
eigenvectors by ~ ~ where La [~~ L, = I t[t ~ > are distinct 
orthonormal H eigenvectors (with eigenvalues A ~) and the 
spurious eigenvectors by ~ ~ (with eigenvalues A ~). For the 
physical eigenvectors, we define the corresponding dual vec-
tors ~ ~p using the prescription outlined in the previous sec-
tion, i.e., 
As mentioned previously, ~:t so defined satisfies 
H' f' 'P = A P f' 'P ~n n~n • 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
With such a choice (3.1) is satisfied for <til E ( ~ ~ ,~~ ) and 
!1;/1 E ( f ;';). The object here is to extend this set to obtain a 
"complete biorthogonal system," if possible, in a way pro-
viding a useful functional calculus for H. 
Suppose first that ( ~ ~,~ ~ l form a basis for the chan-
nel space in which case it is immediate from (2.10) that exact-
ly all (2 linear combinations of ~ ~ converge in norm. It is 
only possible for the normalizable eigenvectors to form a 
basis for spatially confined systems since we know that the 
scattering solutions must be included in any completeness 
discussion for the spatially infinite case. Completeness of 
(Ij/~,t[t~ 1 has been proved for the Faddeev equations in a 
spatialIy confined region (see Evans and Hoffman35 ). Since 
( ~ ~ , ~ ~ 1 is assumed to be a basis, there exists a unique 
associated sequence of coefficient functionals 33 (1J.~P,1J.~s 1 
satisfying (3.1). A biorthogonal system formed from a basis is 
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called regular. It necessarily follows that 71'1' = r '1' Next 
:.1..11 ~n • , 
we show that 1J.~' = ; ;," so defined, satisfies the dual Schro-
dinger equation. Fro-m the relations 
{r"HV" )=A.' {r"V" )-A.'" ~fI' _", m~II'_m - m U I1,m 
- A. ' (r " V" ) 
- "~/1'_m' 
(~;,',H~~;,) = A.;n (C'''~;n) = 0 
==A ;,(f;I~'~~l)' 
and since ! ~;" ~ ~ 1 is a basis, we conclude that 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
The existence of a regular biorthogonal system of eigen-
vectors for H/H' is significant in developing a functional 
calculus for H analogous to that for normal operators. 
Theorem 8: If ! ~;" ~;,; n = 1,2''''1 is a basis for «(,' p 
and ! ~ ~r,~ ~'; n = 1,2''''1 The associated sequence of coeffi-
cient functionals, then 
E(8)= L ~~;~;,r+ L ~;,C,' (3.6) 
A ~ch Ii. ~,f'"b 
(where 8 are Borel sets in the complex plane) is a countably 
additive resolution of the identity\{, for H. Furthermore, His 
scalar spectral 16 and given by 
H~ = .lim ( i A. ~;(~;,',,~)~;, + £ A. ;,(~;,,,~)~;,) 
\ '7_ f1 1 f1 I 
(3.7) 
for ~Edom(H). 
Proof Consider first (3.7). Define 
v ~ HN~= I A.;'(~;,I',~)~~; + L A.;,(~;,,,~)~;,, \;I~E'(,p, 
n 1 II 1 
(3.8) 
and let HV' = lim HN ~ for those ~where the limit exists. 
l'/ "X 
From the basis property, for any ~E'(,p' 
V' = ~ cl' V'r + ~ CS V" 
_ f1 11 ~'1 II 
fI 1 - n I -
(3.9) 
for some c~; ,c~. So, define 
N s 
~s = L c;,~;, + L C;I~;t' (3.10) 
n 1 II 1 
Then, if ~Edom(H), 
HN~= H~s = H~v~H~ as N~oo (3.11) 




which proves (3.7). Clearly the E(8 ) commute with Hand 
define a countably additive projection valued measure. Also 
0"(HIE(8 ))~8, the closure of 8. Boundedness of these possi-
bly infinite sums follows from the basis property and the 
Banach-Steinhaus theorem. Thus the first part of the theo-
rem is proved. 
A functional calculus may be defined for H (under these 
conditions) by 
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f(H)~ = ,~i~ i IIII/" (A. )E(dA.)~ 
~i~ CI/(A. ~;)(C,'''~)~;, 
+ i f(A. ;,)(~;,,,~)~;,), 
II 1 
(3.13) 
for those ~ where the right-hand side is convergent. Herefis 
measurable, .1 (H) is an open set containing O"(H), and 
/,,(A.) = {fo(A.,)' If(A. )I~n} (3.14) 
If(A. )1 > n 
(see Dunford and Schwartzv'). Suppose thatf( ) is also 
bounded. Then since (~~r, ~) = <;;, I L" V'" >, clearly 
! f(A. ~;)(~ ;,1', ~) I,~ 1 E( 2, so the first term in (3.13) is conver-
gent for all ~. Convergence of the second term for all V' 
follows for example if the basis is Besselian and Hilberti;n 11 , 
i.e., exactly the (2 linear combinations of eigenvectors, and 
thus, in particular, of spurious eigenvectors, converge in 
norm (e.g., the Faddeev case'S). The choicef(A. ) = eilMt pro-
vides an alternative approach to the analysis of the time evo-
lution operator U(t). 
Secondly, we consider the case where ! ~;" ~ ~ 1 do not 
form a basis. For example, there could be a normalized non-
degenerate eigenvector I V';'. > of H which is not imbedded 
into the set of physical eigenvectors of H, but we still have 
PO"(H) ~ PO"(H) (Theorem 7). Degeneracies for a spatially 
confined system are, in general, not expected ifthe boundary 
conditions are chosen to break all geometric symmetries. 
Then for the dual eigenvector ~;s :(~ ;,~ L, = <!£:;. I, for all a 
with eigenvalue A. ;,. , there corresponds at least one spurious 
eigenvector ~;,. with the same eigenvalue. However, this 
correspondence is not in the biorthogonal sense since 
(3.15) 
Furthermore, without the basis property, there is no need for 
the physical duals to be uniquely specified by the equal com-
ponent form although this is still a valid (and the most natu-
ral) choice. If ! ~~; ,~;, 1 can be extended by ! ¢II 1 in 
. I . = ! ~Ef,,, :(~ ;,;, ~) = 0, \;1m 1 to form a basi~, then a regu-
lar biorthogonal system may be constructed and the coeffi-
cient functionals associated with ~;, are given by ~ ;,". How-
ever, those associated with the ~;, are not expected to all 
satisfy the dual channel space Schrodinger equation. This 
problem will be discussed in later work. Again the appropri-
ate linear combinations of the ~;, are exactly the (2 ones. 
Further results incorporating this case are described below. 
To show the "equivalence" of the channel and Hilbert 
space formulations, it is necessary to demonstrate an agree-
ment in corresponding expectation values calculated from 
different theories. Since in the channel space theory only the 
physical eigensolutions contribute, it is appropriate to con-
struct of projection operator P corresponding to the sub-
space spanned by these, preferably, so that [P,H] = O. If the 
physical eigenvectors of H can be extended in. I . to form a 
basis '(,,, then we define P to be the projection operator asso-
ciated with the decomposition 'f, p = span( ~;,) ttl. I '. P is 
then not self-adjoint but has the simple representation 
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P'f = I 'f~ (~~P, 'f), V 'fE'G' p' (3.16) 
n 
~aPa{3 = P is the projection operator onto the correspond-
ing physical states in J¥'. Clearly, H restricted to the H-
invariant subspace Range( P) is real eigenvalue scalar spec-
tral and is *-self-adjoint with a suitable choice of involu-
tion. 31 This amounts to defining self-adjointness with re-
spect to a duality mapping D:'G' p_'G' ~ naturally induced 
by any basis that includes the 'f ~ and the ~ ~p as their associ-
ated coefficient functionals, i.e., D is conjugate linear and 
maps all basis vectors to their corresponding coefficient 
functionals. Then 
(D'f,(H P)cl) = (D (H P)'f,cl), V'f,clE'G' p (3.17) 
[cf., the theory of accretive operators on Banach space 
(Pazy30)]. Further, a simple construction shows that H on 
Range (P) is equivalent (via a similarity transformation) to H 
on Range ( P ).35 If H is also scalar spectral on 'G' p' then P is 
naturally obtained from the resolution of the identity and 
P=I. 
The injection operator imbedding H eigenvectors into 
physical H eigenvectors may be defined in terms of P as 
(3.18) 
where ~ is a numerical vector and ~a()a = l. The bounded-
ness ~f Jfollows from that ofP. Consequently, the 'f~ are 
uniformly bounded with respect to n. This last property fol-
lows directly from the assumption that 'f ~ form part of a 
basis, since then there exists a constant M (independent of n) 
such thae3 
(3.19) 
and we have chosen I/~ ~Pl/q = N ~~q for all n. 
To calculate expectation values for general (mixed) 
states, an appropriate concept of "trace class" and "trace" is 
needed. Since 'G' p = 'G' 2' we could try using the standard 
definition for operators on Hilbert space. However, a more 
natural definition for our purposes has been developed by 
Ruston37 in the Banach space framework. Here we consider 
first finite rank operators of At he form ~7~ I cli'!lJ with 
cliE'G' p,!J.:E'G';. Then ~7'~ I cli~: is said to be equivalent to 
~7~ I cli''l.: ifit represents the same operator. We define the 
cross norm 
r p Ctl cli !1:) = inf C~I II~i II p II~: I/q ). (3.20) 
with 1/ p + 1/q = 1 where the infimum is taken over 
~7'~ I ~i~'~ in the above class. The closure of the finite rank 
operators in the r p ( ) norm is called the trace class of the 
Banach space '{f p (actually independent ofp here). Clearly, 
rpCtl cli!1:»11 itl cli!1:IIIPI' (3.21) 
where II-III pi is the uniform operator norm. If A is a bound-
ed operator on 'G' p and T is in the trace class, then AT and 
T A are in the trace class and 
r p(AT)<r p(T)I/AII IPi' r p(TA)<r p(T)IIAl/ lpl ' (3.22) 
For an operator of finite rank, we define the trace "tr" by 
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(3.23) 
Equation (3.23) is independent of the choice ~~ I ~i~: of 
representation. Clearly, 
(3.24) 
so by a standard limiting procedure we can uniquely define 
the trace of any operator in the trace class. It is easily proved 
that for A, T as above, 
tr(AT) = tr(TA). (3.25) 
For any regular biorthogonal system (~:, 'f;) we may alter-
natively express the trace of an operator T (in the trace class) 
as 
(3.26) 
The proof of the in variance of the rhs of (3.26) for different 
choices of a biorthogonal system follows easily from their 
regularity. This definition of course agrees with the usual 
one where an orthonormal basis is used. 
We are now in a position to define a class of operators 
corresponding to the density matrices for mixtures of dis-
crete states. As observed by Hoffman et al. 24 (assuming P 
may be defined as previously), if AEd and 
PAP( = PA P) = A, (3.27) 
then (A)a{3 is independent of /3. In fact 
d p = [AEd:P AP = A J is a subalgebra of d. The phys-
ical channel space density matrices are elements p of this 
subalgebra of the form 
p= PpP, (3.28) 
where p is a positive self-adjoint trace class Hilbert space 
density matrix for a mixture of the "imbedded" physical 
states, so P p P = p. Normalization is chosen so that 
Tr p = l. Using an explicit representation for 
P = ~m Pm 1 !{1m ) (!{1m I, where Pm >0 and ~m Pm = 1, one 
may show that p is trace class using the boundedness of J, 
and that 
tr p = l. (3.29) 
Of course p so defined is not "self-adjoint" or "positive" in 
the usual sense but is *-self-adjoint and *-positive with re-
spect to a suitably defined involution*.31 In terms of the du-
ality mapping D described previously, 
(3.30) 
and 
(D'f, p'f»O, V'fE'G'p. 
The equilibrium form of the channel density matrix is given 
by 
peq = Pe~{3HP/Zc 
= Pe~{3H/Zc' 
where Zc = Tr( Pe ~(3H) and 
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Note that the existence of e - /3H follows without any basis 
property assumption and for quite general potentials (Theo-
rem 6). 
Finally, we show how the channel theory makes contact 
with the Hilbert space quantum theory in the calculation of 
expectation values. In any representation, the observables 
correspond to the *-self-adjoint elements of a Von-Neumann 
or C * algebra where * is the appropriate involution. Real 
expectation values are then calculated by acting on them 
with *-positive linear functionals, e.g., Tr( po),tr( po). The 
agreement of expectation values of the Hilbert and channel 
space theories is guaranteed by the special summation struc-
ture (2.39) of the Banach algebra containing the observables 
together with the extra structure of p (independence of Pu{3 
on {3). This correspondence may be written as24 
(A) = triA p) = Tr(A p) = (A ). (3.33) 
Note the restriction P p P = P (we have not proved that 
P = I in general). 
IV. SPATIALLY INFINITE SYSTEMS: WEAK 
(SCA TIERING) EIGENVECTORS 
For a spatially infinite system, we expect that H will 
have a variety of unnormalizable (weak) scattering eigen-
functions. Here we shall assume the existence of these in a 
suitably large auxiliary space (Amrein, Jauch, and Sinha3H ) 
rather than attempting to prove their existence, e.g., from 
the integral equations and appropriate technical assump-
tions. These are associated with Ca(H). Here the center of 
mass kinetic energy is removed from the Hamiltonians. 
It is first useful to characterize the (weak) solutions of 
the equation 
(Ha -A )IW) = O. (4.1) 
This is done as follows. The channel indices a were defined 
to be certain partitions of the labels 1,2, ... ,N for the N parti-
cles of the system into appropriate clusters. We say aC{3 or 
{3-:Ja if a can be obtained from{3bybreaking up some (possi-
bly 0) clusters of a. This relation is a partial order. We can 
also define the meet ar{3 as the coarest partition satisfying 
ar{3Ca and ar{3C{3. Similarly the join au{3 is the finest par-
tition satisfying ar{3-:Ja and au{3-:J{3. (1 and u endow the set 
of partitions with a lattice structure (see Polyzou and Re-
dish9 ). Now the solutions of (4.1) are labelled by 
IA.±,· k)' 'f' a,a,m j ._, (4.2) 
where + (-) refers to a precollisional (postcollisional) 
choice of asymptotic condition, and at C a represents an as-
ymptotic clustering of particles into stable (bound-state) 
clusters at. The ~i are a suitably chosen set of relative mo-
mentum labels for the asymptotic motion of the clusters in 
this scattering state. If f..li are the corresponding reduced 
masses for these clusters and if m j label the bound-states of 
energy Em
j 
of those clusters of more than one particle, then 
(4.3) 
Consider now the equation (H - A ) ~ = Q. One may 
look for scattering solutions ~ = ~ :'a':mj~;' a' Ca, which 
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have the asymptotic structure [~ ± ]/3 ~Oa/3l¢ ;:'(l':mj'~') in 
the appropriate regions of coordinate space (i.e., the a' and 
also the a tubes). For fixed at ,m j '~i' these correspond to the 
same H-eigensolution I W a~:mj'~') = };(3 [~ :'a';m,,~.l(l and sat-
isfy the integral equations 
(4.4) 
where [~a~a':mJ'~; 1/3 = o"/3I¢ a~"':mi;)' 
These equations generalize (2.10). There may also be 
solutions of the differential equations corresponding to a to-
tally bound cluster ofthe N particles with quantum number 
m. In the above notation these would be represented as 
~11.2 .. NI.m· Clearly the ~ !.a':mj.l" do not lie in 'i: p but the 
components are expected to be bounded wavelike functions. 
A rigorous proof could involve an analysis of (4.4) with suit-
able conditions on the potentials. A set of eigenvectors for H' 
with eigenvalues Aa':mi'~" denoted ~ ;t~j'~" are given by 
(4.5) 
where I W tm k ) are also assumed o-function orthonormal. 
Clearly ~ a::±;:~:"~,j are not in ~ ~ . 
In a discussion of completeness and spectral theory, it is 
convenient to partition the eigenvectors into distinct phys-
ical ones together with the remaining set of spurious eigen-
vectors. So from the ~ :'a';mj'~; for different a -:J a', we pick 
one, say a = a*, to be the physical eigenvector and from the 
rest construct weak (unnormalizable) spurious eigenvectors 
as follows. For any partition at consisting of stable (bound-
state) clusters, assuming W a±a'm k exist, we set 
- • , J'_l 
(4.6) 
with };a :::la' e a = O. Then ~ ± S is a spurious weak eigensolu-
tion of H with eigenvalue Aa' m. k • These are obtainable di-
rectly in the Faddeev case.3~· "., 
These ideas are presented most naturally in a math-
ematical framework which generalizes the Gel'fand triplet 
(see Amrein, Jauch, and Sinha3H ). We introduce an auxiliary 
Hilbert space E dense in ciY'so that its Banach space dual Ed 
contains the bounded measurable functions. Imbedding ,)Y' 
into Ed (using the duality of d¥J we write 
(4.7) 
Channel spaces E p and (E d) P may be constructed as in 
(2.16), but using the appropriate Hilbert space norms. Their 
elements are also denoted by W with components I Wa )· 
E ~ [resp.(E d)~ ] is the dual orE p [resp.(E d) p ] where the 
action of the dual is given by 
(~',~) = L (~a I Wa ) E (resp. = L (Sa I Wa ) E d ).(4.8) 
a a 
Note that (Ed)~ = (E p)' where the action of an element of 
(E p)' on E p is given by (2.20). We have the inclusion relations 
(analogous to the usual Gel'fand triplet): 
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(Ed)p = (Ed)'p 
U U 
'f," p = ({;'p (4.9) 
u u 
Ep= E~ 
where for the equalities we have made the identification 
of 11f/) with (If/ I. The countably normed space Y, dense in 
,W' of Coo fast decreasing functions (Gel'fand and Shilov39), 
could be used rather than E. The elements of its dual yd 
(continuous in the countably normed topology) are the gen-
eralized functions, cf., the rigged Hilbert space treatment of 
quantum mechanics (Gel'fand and Vilenkin40, B6hm41 ). 
The operator H may be extended uniquely to a dense 
subspace of (E d) P or (yd) p which includes the wavelike so-
lutions discussed previously. So these are solutions of the 
channel equation in the larger space, termed as weak solu-
tions of the original equations. Similarly H' may be extended 
to a dense subspace of(E d)~ or (yd)~ including such vectors 
r +' 
as ~ d;mJ.~I' • 
It is useful to introduce the concept of a generahzed 
biorthogonal system [7J.~v,Px I where normalizable 
P..k ,E(r;' p' unnormalizabie p"~vE(E d) p' normalizable 
!l~' EC(; ~, unnormalizable !l~ vE(E d)~. [~V I is a discrete 
and/or continuous label for the vectors, e.g., 
~ v = I a';mj'~i I and ~vs d~ v represents the corresponding 
sum and/or integral. The biorthogonality condition may be 
written (loosely) as 
(!l~' ,P..k" ) = 8v ,v' 8 (~v - ~ "). (4.10) 
Again ~e choose some of the P..1s' to be distinct physical ei-
genvectors of H denoted ~ ~ with eigenvalues A. ~ •. The cor-
responding 7J.~., denoted G~, are constructed as in (4.5). 
Some of the remaining ~. are chosen as spurious eigenvec-
tors of H denoted ~ ~ v, with eigenvalues A. ~ v, and the object 
as previously is to su"itably complete this set. 
Suppose first that these form a basis in CC; p' Specifically, 
we mean that any vector in C(; p can be represented as a suit-
able linear combination of basis vectors. Convergence in 
norm of the integrals in the limit-in-mean sense is implied. 
Further we suppose that the subspaces of such linear combi-
nations with eigenvalues in specified Borel subsets of the 
complex plane are closed. For the physical scattering eigen-
vectors, these linear combinations are precisely the L 2 ones. 
If the spurious wavelike eigenvectors are constructed as in 
(4.6), then any convergent linear combination must also be 
L 2 (i.e., the basis is "generalized" Hilbertian) and we expect 
that all L 2 linear combinations are required ("generalized" 
Besselian). This is certainly true where a' is the complete 
breakup channel. 
We may then automatically define (strictly almost ev-
erywhere) a generalized associated sequence of coefficient 
functionals !l~' denoted [~~~,~ ~sv J (using obvious notation). 
The ~ ~~ are defined as in (4.5) and thus lie in (E d)~ under 
suitable conditions on the potentials. 38 Suppose that all the 
wavelike ~ ~. are generated by the procedure described in 
(4.6). Then certain wavelike features of the asymptotic struc-
ture of the ~ ~sv are easily determined from those of the corre-
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sponding ~~v and ~~v using biorthogonality (Appendix E), 
This suggest"s that the ~ ~sv also lie in (E d)~. Further, know-
ing these features of the asymptotic structure of the dual 
vectors, we can easily write down the appropriate integral 
equations for them and analyze the solutions of these equa-
tions directly. The eigenvectors and their duals provide in 
this case a generalized regular biorthogonal system which 
leads to the following results: 
Theorem 9: If [~~.,~~. J is a basis for CC; p and 
[~~~,~ ~s.l the generalized associated sequence of coefficient 
fun"ctionals, then 
E(8)=I{ d~v~~v~~~+I{ d~v~~.~~s. 
v J;. ~ vEO - v JA: vED 
(4.11) 
(where 8 are Borel sets in the complex plane) is a countably 
additive resolution of the identity for H. Furthermore, H is 
scalar spectral and given by 
HIf/ = lim (I i d~ vA. %.(~~~,~)~~. 
N-voo v IIsVI"N 
+ I ( d~VA. ~.(~~s.,~)~~.) (4.12) 
v J1I;vl"N 
for If/Edom(H). Here I~ vI is defined in some natural way. 
Proof Formally the proof is the same as for Theorem 8. 
Boundedness of the E(8 ) follows from closure of the corre-
sponding subspace. Uniform boundedness follows from 
their countable additivity.36 
A functional calculus may be defined for H (under these 
conditions) by 
I(H)~= lim ( In (A. )E(dA.)~ n~oo J.:1(H) 
= lim (I f.. d~V/(A. %.)(~~~,~)~%v 
N_oo v J1i5 Y I<:N 
+ I f d~V/(A.~.)(~~Sv,~)~~.) (4.13) 
v J11s'i<N 
for alllf/ where the right-hand side is convergent. Herein ( ) 
and.::l (0) are defined as previously. If ~EE p' then (; ~~(Sl, ~) 
is well defined. For a rigorous theory this definition must be 
extended to ~ECC; p adopting a suitable limit-in-mean inter-
pretation of the integral. 38 The integral in (4.13) is similarly 
treated. In later work35 we give the explicit form for the 
Faddeev case of the expressions presented here. 
Even if the eigenvectors ofH are not complete on CC; p' it 
is of interest to construct an H-invariant projection operator 
P onto the imbedded physical solutions (where P = ~a Pa{3 
is the corresponding Hilbert space operator). Suppose the 
physical eigenvectors can be extended in ,.11 = [ ~ECC; p 
:(~ ~~, ~) = 0, 'v' ~ v J to form a basis for CC; p' Then P is associ-
ated with the decomposition CC; p = span( ~ ~.) $. /y" and has 
a simple representation analogous to (3.16). Again H re-
stricted to Range( P) is real eigenvalue scalar spectral, *-self-
adjoint (with a suitable choice of involution), and equivalent 
(via a similarity transformation) to H on Range( P). Physical 
channel space density matrices may be defined in a fashion 
analogous to the previous section and the corresponding re-
sults on agreement of expectation values established. 
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V. TIME DEPENDENT SCATTERING THEORY AND 
NONEQUILIBRIUM STATISTICAL MECHANICS 
The Moller operators playa central role in scattering 
theory as they relate the asymptotic form of the wavefunc-
tion to the full scattered state wavefunction. The channel 
space Moller operators may be expressed formally as20 
n:tc = "lim" e + iH'e - Ill"" 
, • =+= 00 
(5.1) 
assuming that IH generates a Co group and that the limits 
exist in some sense. Note that cr; may be decomposed into a 
. P 
direct sum of orthogonal subspaces associated with Ho and 
with projection operators given by E ±. where 
a,a' 
(Ea~a' )(Jy = D{JyDa{JE a~a" (5.2) 
Here a' Ca corresponds to stable clusters and 
(5.3) 
If na~a' = n ± El,a' is the corresponding restriction of n ± , 
then formally, 
(5.4) 
If there exist nonreal eigenvalue spurious solutions, then 
(5.1) can not be used to represent the operators in (5.4), as a 
divergence results in the t---+ ± 00 limit. The inclusion of the 
Ea~a' is not expected to circumvent this problem. In the Hil-
bert space theory existence of the Moller operators in the 
sense of the strong limit may be demonstrated in some cases 
by a combination of Cook's method and a stationary phase 
analysis (see Reed and Simon42). With an extra assumption, 
this approach may be adopted here. 
Theorem 10: (Modified Cook's method): Suppose IH 
generates a uniformly bounded Co group, and suppose there 
is a set !iJ C dom(Ho)nEa±a' cr; p which is dense in E ± . cr; , so 
. a,a p 
that for any ~E!iJ, there is To satisfying: 
(a) for It I > To, e - llI"t~Edom(Ho), 
(b) {~ dtIIVe=+='H"'~llp < + 00. 
Then na~a' exist in the sense of the "strong limit" on cr; p' 
Proof Analogous to the Hilbert space version42, except 
the uniformly bounded Co group assumption rather than a 
unitary group property is used. 
This result may also be extended in the direction of the 
Kupsch-Sandhas theorem.42 If there exist any spurious so-
lutions with nonreal eigenvalues, then the conditions of the 
theorem are not satisfied since e'H', if it exists, will not be 
uniformly bounded. It remains to control liVe ± 'H"t~ II p' In 
the Hilbert space theory, this is where a stationary phase 
analysis is used together with some extra "rate of decay" 
assumptions on the potential. This approach should extend 
to the channel space problem at least for the case where we 
consider only two cluster channels. This problem will be 
dealt with in more detail in later work. 
Let us now present the fundamental equation of non-
equilibrium statistical mechanics. Define a physical channel 
space density matrix P = P P P as previously, so P P P = P 
[where P is the projection operator onto the physical solu-
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tions defined in Secs. III and IV and p = P P P is a Hilbert 
space density matrix with P = }'.a ( Pa{J)]. The channel space 
von Neumann equation24 
ifU)/Jt P = [H, p] (5.5) 
may be easily derived from the Hilbert space version4' and 
the commutation relation [ P,H] = O. The algebra 
.if p = I AE.if: PAP = A I is invariant under (5.5), however, 
there will be a more general class of solutions. 
The calculation of expectation valuc:s is of central im-
portance in the theory. As noted by Jauch, Misra, and Gib-
son,44 the distance between two states manifests itself in the 
calculation of expectation values of observables: the states 
are "close" if the expectation values are close. This dictates 
the physical choice of topology for the density matrix states 
to be the weakest in which we have continuity of expectation 
values. It is convenient to define, for some algebra .1J , the 
corresponding trace operator topology 
;.~ (Pi' P2) = sup Itr(A( PI - P2))1, (S.6) 
AE.il 
IIAII,,,,~ 1 
with Pi' P2 in the trace class of'G' p' Then the physical topol-
ogy is given by; ~/ ,.( ). Clearly, using (3.25),; p/ p( ) only 
involves P P, P as expected. 
In the formulation of the asymptotic condition of scat-
tering theory [prescribing the "physical" sense of the limit in 
(5.1 )],44 it is necessary to consider approximations to P of the 
form e + IlIte - ,H"'paSyme + 'H"'e - Ill' not in .if p. The sense in 
which this is close to p seems more appropriately described 
by a stronger topology, say; p,/ ( ). It is easily verified that 
(5.7) 
In a Hilbert space formulation, the distinction between the 
appropriately defined metric and trace norm does not arise. 
For in that case, there is no restriction corresponding to 
AE[iJJ in (5.6). Also the density matrices are positive self-
adjoint (in the usual sense) so their trace and the (appropri-
ately defined) trace norm are equal. 
We have noted previously that, essentially since H is 
not normal, there is no significant advantage in the Hilbert 
space choice p = 2 of channel space norm. In fact the choice 
p = 1 is in a sense more natural. This is suggested by the 
summation property of operators in .if [since 
IIAllo) = sUP{J(}'.a II(A)a(3ll\ W)), where ll-lilw) is the operator 
norm on JY] and by the equal component nature of the phys-
ical dual eigenvectors (p = I gives an (k structure for the 
dual norm and Ilf ~PII 00 = II I '!:. ~ > II.w = I). Although there 
is little significance in the choice of p for a small number of 
channels, as the number increases, only lif ~Pllq for q = 00 
(corresponding to a choice p = 1) remains bounded. This is 
presumably also true only for r p ( ) restricted to .if p for 
p = 1. This regime is important in the consideration of the 
thermodynamic limit for spatially confined systems.20 
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APPENDIX A 
Some of the operators appearing in this theory are un-
bounded on the channel space CI{ _. Futhermore, these opera-
tors are characteristically not seif-adjoint or even normal 
when regarded as acting on '{;' 2' A definition of the resolvent 
and spectrum suitable for handling such operators is given 
below (cf. Y osida 1(1). 
We say thad is in the resolventp(A) of A if Range 
(A I - A) is dense in '{;' p and a continuous inverse, denoted 
(A I - A)- I, exists. All complex numbers A not in pIA) form 
the spectrum c:r(A) of A. The spectrum is decomposed into 
disjoint sets, Pa(A), CO'(A), and RO'(A) with the following 
properties: 
Pa(A) is the totality of complex numbers for which 
A I - A does not have an inverse. For such A we can find 
«/! #Q in YJ p such that (A I - A)«/! = Q ... the point spectrum. 
Ca(A) is the totality of complex numbers A for which 
A I - A has a discontinuous inverse with domain dense in 
((/ p (A I - A must have a range dense in '(;' p) '" the continu-
ous spectrum. 
Ra(A) is the totality of complex numbers A for which 
(A I - A) has an inverse whose domain is not dense on '{;' p 
(the range of A I - A is a proper subset of '(;' p) ••• the residual 
spectrum. 
Define the compression spectrum 
r (A) = IAEC: Range(A I - A) '" '(;' p J . 
It is clear that RO'(A)kr(A)kPa(A)uRO'(A). Now from the 
Hahn-Banach theorem r(A)kPc:r(A'). A more usual state-
ment of this result is given for operators on Hilbert space by 
Weinberg. I It is easy to show that alsoPc:r(A') kr (A), so these 
sets are equal. Thus Rc:r(A) is the set of A which are eigenval-
ues of A' [AE PO'(A')J but not of A [Ae Pc:r(A)]. It is also useful 
to define the approximate point spectrum 
1T{A)= IAEC:3«/!n with II~nllp = 1 and II{A-A)~nllp----+OJ, 
which in general overlaps PO'(A), CO'(A), and RO'(A). 
Let us now try to locate O'(H) for V as in (2.19), i.e., Ho-
bounded with relative bound < 1. First consider the opera-
tor V(Ho - A ) -I. Note that Ho is a positive self-adjoint oper-
ator on (C 2' 
For ReA ;;;. 0, ImA # 0, we have for any ~E'{;' p' 
IIV(Ho -A )-1~1I2 
<aIlHo(Ho -A )-ICJlII2 + b II(Ho -A )-ICJlII2 
- -
<[a(I + ReA lllmA i) + b lllmA IJII «/! 112' 
so IIV(Ho - ..1.)-111(2) < I for lImA I> (b + a ReA )/(1 - a). 
For ReA <0, 
IIV(Ho -A )-1~1I2 
<all(80 - ReA )(80 -A )-1~1I2 + b II(Ho -A )-1«/!1I2 
«a + b 11..1. 1)11 ~ 112; 
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using that since Ho is positive self-adjoint, 
IIHo~ 112<II(Ho - ReA,)~ 112' so IIV(80 - ..1.)-11112) < 1 for 
1..1. I > b I( 1 - a). 
Consequently for AEC subject to the above constraints, 
1 + V(Ho - A ) -I has a bounded inverse defined on all of 
cr; p' so for such A, 
(H-A)-I =(80 -..1.)-1[1 +V(Ho-A)-I]-1 
exists as a bounded operator defined on all of '(;' p' i.e., such 
AEp(H). 
APPENDIX B 
Let us consider the equation 
(A - H)«/! = tt, 
for CJI,l/J in cr; . This equation may be rewritten in integral 
- - p 
form as 
where Go(A ) = (A - Ho)-I is the inverse or the semi-inverse 
of A - Ho on cr; p' If A is in the resolvent ofHo then the above 
equation is valid for all tt in cr; p' and if A is in the continuous 
spectrum, then it is only valid for ttERange(A - Ho), a dense 
subset of cr; p' 
We shall assume that (Go{A )Vr can be extended to a 
compact operator for some n = n*, for all A. Consequently, 
c:r((Go{A IV)"") is either a finite set or a countably infinite set 
accumulating at 0. Since it is easy to check that 
(Pc:r(Go(A )V))"o kPO'((Go(A )VtO)koi(Go(A )VrO), the same is 
true of PO'(Go(A IV). 
On iterating the integral equation for ~"n* - 1" times, 
we obtain 
n* - I 
(1 - (GeM )VrO)«/! = L (Go(A )VtGeM Itt, 
m=O 
where tt is in the domain g; of I~:: ~(Go(A )v)mGo(A ) which 
is either all or a dense subset of '{;' p' Since (Go(A )VrO can be 
extended to a compact operator, it follows from the Fred-
holm alternative that either the above equation has a unique 
solution for all tt in 9), or the corresponding homogeneous 
equation 
has a solution. 
Let us suppose first that the former is the case. This 
solution is written as 
n* -1 
~ = (1 - (Go(A )Vro)-I L (Go(A )v)mG(l(A Itt, 
m=O 
where (1 - (GeM )VrO)-1 denotes the inverse of the operator 
(1 - (G(l(A )v)nO). We must determine whether this solution 
satisfies the non iterated equation. Therefore we calculate 
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Ii· 1 
= [1 - (Go(A )V)"'] [Go(A )V - 1] [1 - (Go(A )V)"'] - I I (Go(A )v)'nGo(A )¢!.. + [1 - (Go(A )V)'" ] Go(A )¢!.. 
H1-0 
= [(GO(A)V -1) :t(: (Go(A )v)m + (1- (Go(A )Vr')]GO(A)¢!.. 
=0. 
Since we have assumed here that the homogeneous equation 
has no solutions. we conclude that If/ satisfies the noniterated 
equation and ¢!.. is an arbitrary channel vector in // . Conse-
quently MRa(H). 
Secondly. we consider the possibility that the homogen-
eous equation has a solution. By a standard extension of the 
usual Riesz-Schauder theory. 10 it is possible to show that 
e217imln'. for some m = O.I •...• n* - 1, must be in the point 
spectrum of Go(A )V [where we have now used the assump-
tion that GeM )V can be extended to a bounded operator, for 
all A. together with the identity (A "I - A n)- I 
X (A n . I I + ... + A" I) = (AI - A ) - I for n = n *.) If this is 
the case for m = O. then we have shown that AEPa(H). So in 
these circumstances ArtRa(H). If the above only holds for 
m #0, then we must iterate the integral equation one further 
time. Using compactness of (Go(A )V)"' + I, we show that ei-
ther the corresponding inhomogeneous equation has a solu-
tion for all <P [so ArtRa(H)), or Go(A )V has eigenvalues 
e2rriml,,' I I for some m = 0, l ..... n *. If this is true for m = O. 
then AEPa(H). so the result ArtRa(H) is proved. If it is only 
true for m #0. we must iterate again. Repeating this proce-
dure ad infinitum. we show either that ArtRa(H) or that 
Pa(Go(A )V) contains an infinite set of points on the unit cir-
cle. If the latter is the case, there must exist an accumulation 
point for these eigenvalues on the unit circle. This contra-
dicts a previous assertion that the only accumulation point is 
zero. Thus we have shown Ra(H) = 0. 
A similar analysis applies for the dual of the channel 
Hamiltonian H'. We can show that Ra(H') = 0 provided 
that Go(A )'V' can be extended to a bounded operator. and 
(Go(A )'V')" can be extended to a compact operator for some 
n = n**. for all A. Since (VGeM ))m' = (GeM )'vr. it suffices 
to assume bounded ness of VGeM ) and compactness of 
(VG(M ))"". since this guarantees boundedness (compact-
ness) of the dual. 10 
APPENDIXC 
We show here that if V is Ho-bounded with relative 
bound '0', then - H generates a holomorphic (Co) semi-
group in the sector \ A: I arg"t I < 1T !21· We observe that - Ho 
generates such a semigroup, so if 0 < w < 1T!2 in 
S = !A:larg"t 1<1T!2 + wI, we have 
lIeRo + A ).11111') <milA I. 
where m > 0 depends on w. An analysis similar to that of 
Appendix B shows that for AES. 
IIV(Ho + A )-I~llp<[a(1 + m) + bm/IA 1]11~llp· 
So choosing 0 < a < 1I( I + m). it follows that 
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'i + V(Ro + A ) - I has a uniformly bounded inverse if 
1,1 I> bm/(l - all + m) - e). wheret > OandAES, Soin this 
region 
II(H+A)-IIL p) 
<IICRo + A )-IILp)11 [1 + V(Ho + A )-1] -IIIIP) 
<m'/IA I, 
where m' depends on m.a,b. Thus. clearly, we can choose 
c> bm/[l - a(1 + m) - 10]. m" > 0 such that if 
He = H + eI. then (He + A )-1 exists in 
\A:larg"t I <1T/2 + wI and 
II(He + A )-IIIIPI <m" /IA 1 
for A in this sector. Following Kato,27 we define 
WIt) = _1_. f eA1(Hc +.1 )-1 dA. 
21Tl r 
wherer= \A:larg"t I = 1T/2 + w - ej withO<e<wandin-
tegrated for increasing imaginary part. WIt ) exists for 
1 argt 1 < w (since we can deform the contour so that 
larg(tA)1 > 71/2). Kato has shown that W(t) is a uniformly 
bounded holomorphic semigroup in the above sector with 
generator - He' The proof uses the fact that H is closed. So 
for any w such that 0 < w < 1T/2, 
e IH = e,cW(t) for largt I <w. 
and c depends on w. 
APPENDIX 0 
Let us consider the channel Hamiltonian H = Ho + V. 
where V includes an external potential spatially confining 
the N particles to a bounded region :/i along the diagonal. 
Also suppose V is Ho bounded with relative bound < 1. 
If we choose AE p(H) outside the region specified in 
(2.30), then we have that 
IIV(A - H O)-111121 < 1, 
so 1 - VIA - Ho)·· I has a bounded inverse. So we write 
G(A) = (A - H) - I = (A - Ho)- 1[1 - VIA - Ho) - I] - I. 
But Ho may be regarded as Nch copies of the Dirichlet-La-
placian on the bounded region M. Since AE p(Ho) it follows 
that (A - Ho) - I is compact (Reed and Simon 12). Therefore 
G(A ) is compact as the product of a compact and a bounded 
operator. So a(G(A II = \ Xn (A ll, where Xn (A )~O as n--+ 00 
[set X oc (A ) = 01. Each Xn except X oc = 0 is an isolated ei-
genvalue of finite multiplicity. So there exists ~nEY;'p such 
that 
G(A )'!:n = X" '!:n. n = 1,2, .. ·. 
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We now determine u(H) using this information about 
G(A). Since ~nEdom(H) [G(A ):CtJ'p-dom(H)], 
H~n = (A - X n- I)~n,n = 1.2,3.·· .. 
So !A - X ;-I(A ):n = 1,2, ... ) kPu(H). Now choose 
X~!O,xn:n = 1,2,···j. Then (X - G(A ))isboundedinvertible 
and has a bounded inverse. So it is one to one and onto. 
Suppose A - 1/ X is an eigenvalue of H with eigenvector ~. 
Then G(A )1/1 = XI/I (a contradiction). So A - l/X~ Pu(H). 
Consider next Range(A - 1/X - H). The equation 
(A - 1/ X - H) ~ = ~ 
may be rewritten [since G(A ) has an inverse] as 
[X - G(A )] ~ = XG (A )~, 
and since X - G(A ) is onto, this equation has a solution 
~ [Edom(H)] for all ~E(G' p' So Range (A - 1/ X - H) = CtJ' p' 
Finally, we note that G(A - I/X) = (A - I/X - H)-I is 
bounded since 
G(A - 1/X) =XG(A )[X - G(A )]-1 
We conclude that 
u(H) = Pu(H) = !A -Xn(A )-I:n = 1,2, ... ). 
For the case where the confinement is achieved by imposing 
a periodic boundary condition the analysis is similar. The 
operator H with the property that the resolvent is compact 
for some A is called discrete. 36 
APPENDIX E 
Consider the a' = complete breakup scattering solu-
tions where the Hilbert space eigenvector is characterized by 
the plane wave I¢o) in the asymptotic complete breakup re-
gion. The asymptotic part of the corresponding channel 
space solution can be chosen in any of the Noh positions a 
since a' Ca for all a. Choose one of these to be the physical 
eigenvector, say a = a*. This solution is naturally associat-
ed with the numerical vector f!... 1 where 8 ~ = 8",,, •. Choose 
8 2,8 ', ... ,8 ,'Ieh to be linearly independent numerical spurious 
;-ectors. SPurious wavelike solutions may then be construct-
ed by taking corresponding linear combinations of the above 
Neh physical scattering solutions. Thus in the asymptotic 
complete breakup region, the planewave part of these solu-
tions is 
f!...'lcPo>. i = 1,2, ... ,Nch • 
Let <!! I, = (1.1, ... ), <!! 2', ... <!! Neh be the set of numerical vec-
tors biorthogonal to the f!... i. Clearly. the only way to achieve 
8-function biorthogonality of wavefunctions is if the plane 
wavelike part of the dual of the channel vector associated 
with f!... i in the asymptotic complete breakup region is 
<!!i'<cPol, i= 1,2, ... ,Nch ' 
Of course, for the physical dual, 
(/J I, <cPol = «<Dol,<cPo)'-.). 
If we consider scattering solutions for general a', corre-
sponding to stable clusters characterized asymptotically by 
the planewave I cPa' ), then the analysis is similar. This time 
the asymptotic part of the physical channel space scattering 
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solutions can be chosen in any of M <Nch (say) positions a for 
which a' Ca. Consequently, here suitable M component 
vectors 8 i and their biorthogonal duals (/J i' i = 1,2, ... ,M are 
constructed. These determine the asymptotic planewave 
part of the physical and spurious solutions, and their duals 
which are confined to the M channels described. The dual 
vectors may also have this planewave asymptotic structure 
in other channels (the physical dual has equal components in 
all channels). This structure for the spurious duals is not 
determined from biorthogonality. 
The inhomogeneous term 5 ' in the integral equations 
satisfied by the dual vectors is, however, completely deter-
mined by the (/J t. There can clearly not be any nonzero com-
ponents in €.' outside the M channels described, or the inte-
gral equations 
~ ~-t;, , = €. ' + ~ ~~ 'VGl (E) 
would not reduce back to the differential form on applying 
the operator E - Ho. Specifically, €.' - <!! i' < ¢", I in the as-
ymptotic a' tube and €.'.(E - Hol = 2'. 
The equations for the physical duals reduce to LS-GT 
equations after explicitly setting their components equal. 
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